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Re´sume´. The problem of finding the visual focus of attention of multiple people free to move in an uncons-
trained manner is defined here as the wandering visual focus of attention (WVFOA) problem. Estimating the
WVFOA for multiple unconstrained people is a new and important problem with implications for human be-
havior understanding and cognitive science, as well as real-world applications. One such application, which
we present in this article, monitors the attention passers-by pay to an outdoor advertisement. In our approach
to the WVFOA problem, we propose a multi-person tracking solution based on a hybrid Dynamic Bayesian
Network that simultaneously infers the number of people in a scene, their body locations, their head locations,
and their head pose. It is defined in a joint state-space formulation that allows for the modeling of interactions
between people. For inference in the resulting high-dimensional state-space, we propose a trans-dimensional
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling scheme, which not only handles a varying number of people,
but also efficiently searches the state-space by allowing person-part state updates. Our model was rigorously
evaluated for tracking quality and ability to recognize people looking at an outdoor advertisement, and the
results indicate good performance for these tasks.
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FIG. 1 – In the WVFOA problem, allowing the unconstrained motion of multiple people complicates the task
of estimating a subject’s visual focus of attention (VFOA). Here, the resolution is too low to estimate his focus
of attention from eye gaze.
1 Introduction
An advertising firm has been asked to produce an outdoor display ad campaign for use in shopping malls
and train stations. Internally, the firm has developed several competing designs, one of which must be chosen
to present to the client. Is there some way to judge the best placement and content of these outdoor advertise-
ments ?
Currently, the advertising industry relies on recall surveys or traffic studies to measure the effectiveness
of outdoor advertisements [38, 39]. However, these hand-tabulated approaches are often too impractical or
expensive to be commercially viable, and yield small data samples. A tool that automatically measures the
effectiveness of printed outdoor advertisements does not exist, which leaves advertisers with few options to
measure the effectiveness of such advertisements.
But in the television industry, such a system exists. The Nielsen ratings measure media effectiveness by
estimating the size of the net cumulative audience of a program through surveys and Nielsen Boxes [32]. If one
were to design an automatic Nielsen-like system for outdoor display advertisements, it might automatically
determine the number of people who have actually viewed the advertisement as a percentage of the total number
of people exposed to it.
This is an example of what we have termed the wandering visual focus of attention (WVFOA) problem, in
which the tasks are :
1. to automatically detect and track an unknown, varying number of people able to move about freely,
2. and to estimate their visual focus of attention (VFOA).
The WVFOA problem is an extension of the traditional VFOA [36] problem in two respects. First, for WVFOA,
the VFOA must be estimated for an unknown, varying number of subjects instead of a fixed number of static
subjects. Second, in WVFOA, mobility is unconstrained. As a result, the subject’s target of attention may
be mobile, or as the subject moves about the scene, his appearance may change as he attempts to keep his
attention on a specific target. Unconstrained motion also limits the resolution of the subject, as a wide field
of view is necessary to capture multiple subjects over an area of interest. Limiting the resolution of the head
makes estimating the VFOA from eye gaze more difficult (if not impossible in some cases), as seen in Figure
1.
Solutions to the WVFOA problem have implications for other scientific fields as well as real-life appli-
cations, including behavioral studies of humans and other animals, modeling human-computer interaction,
modeling robot-human interaction, and security/surveillance, to name just a few. In the example of the outdoor
advertisement application, the goal is to identify each person exposed to the advertisement and determine if
they looked at it. Additionally, we can collect other useful statistics such as the amount of time they spent
looking at the advertisement.
In this article, our goal is to propose and present a principled probabilistic framework for estimating WV-
FOA for multiple people. We applied our method to the advertising example to demonstrate its usefulness in
real-life applications. Our solution assumes a fixed uncalibrated camera which can be placed arbitrarily, so
long as the subjects appear clearly within the field of view. Our method requires a training phase in which the
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appearance of people in the scene (and the orientation of their heads) is modeled. Our method consists of two
parts : a Dynamic Bayesian Network, which simultaneously tracks people in the scene and estimates their head
pose, and a WVFOA model, which infers a subject’s VFOA from their location and head pose.
Besides defining the WVFOA problem itself, which to our knowledge is a previously unaddressed problem
in the literature, we also present four key contributions in this article. First, we propose a principled probabilistic
framework for solving the WVFOA problem by designing a mixed-state Dynamic Bayesian Network that
jointly represents the people in the scene and their various parameters. The state-space is formulated in a
true multi-person fashion, consisting of size and location parameters for the head and body, as well as head
pose parameters for each person in the scene. This type of framework facilitates defining interactions between
people.
Because the dimension of the state representing a single person is sizable, the multi-object state-space can
grow to be quite large when several people appear together in the scene. Efficiently inferring a solution in
such a framework can be a difficult problem. As our second contribution, we present an efficient method to do
inference in this high-dimensional model. This is done using a trans-dimensional Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling technique, an efficient global search algorithm robust to the problem of getting trapped in
local minima.
Third, we demonstrate the real-world applicability of our model by applying it to the outdoor advertisement
problem described earlier. We show that we are able to gather useful statistics such as the number of viewers
and the total number of people exposed to the advertisement.
Finally, we thoroughly evaluate our model in the context of the outdoor advertisement application using
realistic data and a detailed set of objective performance measures.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In the next section we will discuss related works. In
Section 3, we describe our joint multi-person and head-pose tracking model. In Section 4, we present a method
for modeling a person’s VFOA. In Section 5 we describe our procedure for learning and parameter selection.
In Section 6 we test our model on captured video sequences of people passing by an outdoor advertisement and
evaluate its performance. Finally, Section 7 contains some concluding remarks.
2 Related Work
To our knowledge, this work is the first attempt to estimate the wandering visual focus of attention for
multiple people as defined in Section 1. However, there is an abundance of literature concerning the three
component tasks of the WVFOA problem : multi-person tracking, head pose tracking, and estimation of the
visual focus of attention.
2.1 Multi-Person Tracking
Multi-person tracking is the process of locating a variable number of moving persons or objects over time.
Multi-person tracking is a well studied topic, and a multitude of approaches to this problem have met with
varying degrees of success. Here, we will restrict our discussion to probabilistic tracking methods which use a
particle filter (PF) formulation [18, 37, 13, 21, 43]. Some computationally inexpensive methods use a single-
object state-space model [21], but suffer from the inability to resolve the identities of different objects or
model interactions between objects. As a result, much work has been focused on adopting a rigorous Bayesian
joint state-space formulation to the problem, where object interactions can be explicitly defined [18, 37, 13,
15, 45, 43, 29]. However, sampling from a joint state-space can quickly become inefficient as the dimension
of the space increases when more people or objects are added [18]. Recent work has concentrated on using
MCMC sampling to track multiple people more efficiently. In [15] ants were tracked using MCMC sampling
and a simple observation model. In [45], multiple humans were tracked from overhead as they crossed a college
campus. In a previous work [29], we extended this model to handle varying number of people using a reversible-
jump MCMC sampling technique. In this paper, we significantly extend the model of [29] by handling a much
more complex object models and a larger state-space. This has necessitated the non-trivial design of new jump
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types and proposal distributions, inter- and intra-personal interactions, the decoupling of MCMC move types,
and the design of a complex observation model (see Section 3.4).
2.2 Head-Pose Tracking
Head-pose tracking is the process of locating a person’s head and estimating its orientation in space. Head-
pose tracking can be neatly categorized in two of the following ways : feature-based vs. appearance-based
approaches or parallel vs. serial approaches. In feature-based approaches, a set of facial features such as the
eyes, nose, and mouth are tracked. Making use of anthropometric measurements on these features, the relative
positions of the tracked features can be used to estimate the head-pose [7, 12, 35]. A feature-based approach
employing stereo vision was proposed [42]. The major drawback of the feature-based approach is that it requires
high resolution head images, which can be difficult or impossible to acquire in some situations like the ad
application in this paper. Also, occlusions and other ambiguities present difficult challenges to the feature-
based approach.
In the appearance-based approach to head-pose tracking, instead of concentrating on specific facial features
which require high-resolution images and may not be visible as a result of occlusion, the appearance of the
entire head is modeled and learned from training data. Due to its robustness, there is an abundance of literature
on appearance-based approaches. Several authors proposed using neural networks [26, 17, 44], others used
principal component analysis [5, 31], and still others used multi-dimensional Gaussian distributions [40, 3].
In the serial approach to head-pose tracking, the tasks of head tracking and pose estimation are performed
sequentially. This is also known as a “head tracking then pose estimation” framework, where head tracking
is accomplished through a generic tracking algorithm, and features are extracted from the tracking results to
perform pose estimation. This methodology has been used by several authors [35, 26, 17, 44, 34, 31, 40, 3]. In
approaches relying on state-space models, the serial approach may have a lower computational cost over the
parallel approach as a result of a smaller configuration space, but head-pose estimation depends on the tracking
quality.
In the parallel approach, the tasks of head tracking and pose estimation are performed jointly. In this ap-
proach, knowledge of the head-pose can be used to improve localization accuracy, and vice-versa. Though the
configuration space may be larger in the parallel approach, the computational cost of the two approaches may
ultimately be comparable as a result of the parallel approaches improved accuracy through jointly tracking
and estimating the pose. Benefits of this method can be seen in [42, 5] and [2]. In this work, we adopt an
appearance-based parallel approach to head-pose tracking, where we jointly track the bodies, the heads, and
estimate the poses of the heads of multiple people within a single framework.
2.3 Visual Focus of Attention
Strictly speaking, a person’s VFOA is determined by their eye gaze. Estimating VFOA is of interest to
several domains including advertising, psychology, and computer vision.
A persons VFOA can be most directly measured by tracking the subject’s eye gaze. Various methods have
been devised to accomplish this. In one such method, infrared light is shined directly into the subject’s eyes,
and the difference of reflection between the cornea and the pupil is used to determine the direction of the gaze.
The system can be wearable [25], or the subject may be required to keep their head still on a chin-rest as
advertisements are placed in front of them [8]. Other, less invasive procedures for estimating the visual focus
of attention rely on the appearance of the eyes in a camera. In one such example, the aim was to automatically
determine the loss of driver attention by using motion and skin color to localize the head and reconstruct the
gaze direction from the eye locations [30]. In a similar example, the VFOA of a worker sitting in front of his
computer in an office environment was measured [20].
However, all of the previously mentioned methods have one common drawback : they constrain the mo-
vement of the subject. Using infrared images to determine VFOA requires an expensive and invasive setup,
and using eye appearance to determine VFOA requires high resolution images of the face. According to the
definition of WVFOA, the subjects movement must be unconstrained. This rules out infrared methods or high
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resolution images of the subjects face, (see Figure 1). Either method would fail for the advertising application
described in Section 1.
In [36], Stiefelhagen et al.showed that visual focus of attention can be reasonably approximated by head-
pose in a meeting room scenario. Others have followed this assumption, such as [6], where VFOA was found
through the head-pose in an office setting. Using this important assumption, in this work we are able to simul-
taneously estimate the VFOA for multiple people without restricting their motion.
2.4 Other Related Work
While we believe that this work is the first attempt to estimate the WVFOA for multiple people, there exist
several previous works in a similar vein. The 2002 Workshop on Performance and Evaluation of Tracking
Systems (PETS) defined a number of estimation tasks on data depicting people passing in front of a shop
window, including 1) determining the number of people in the scene, 2) determining the number of people
in front of the window, and 3) determining the number of people looking at the window. Several methods
attempted to accomplish these tasks through various means, including [19, 24, 23]. However, among these
works there were no attempts to use head-pose or eye gaze to detect when people were looking at the window ;
this was done using only body location and assuming that a person in front of the window is looking at it.
Another previous work studied the detection and tracking of shopping groups in a store and estimation of
transaction time [11]. Again, body motion was used to determine a subject’s actions. Finally, a preliminary
version of the work appearing in this article is reported in [27].
3 Joint Multi-Person and Head-Pose Tracking
In a Bayesian approach to multi-person tracking, the goal is to estimate the conditional probability for joint
multi-person configurations of people Xt, taking into account a sequence of observations Z1:t = (Z1, ...,Zt).
This is known as the filtering distribution p(Xt|Z1:t). In our model, a joint multi-person configuration, or joint
state, is the union of the set of individual states describing each person in the scene. The observations consist
of information extracted from an image sequence. The posterior distribution is expressed recursively by
p(Xt|Z1:t) = C
−1p(Zt|Xt)×
∫
Xt−1
p(Xt|Xt−1)p(Xt−1|Z1:t−1)dXt−1, (1)
where the motion model, p(Xt|Xt−1), governs the temporal evolution of the joint state Xt given the previous
state Xt−1, and the observation likelihood, p(Zt|Xt), expresses how well the observed features Zt fit the
predicted state Xt. Here C is a normalization constant.
In practice, the filtering distribution of Eq. 1 is often intractable. However, it can be approximated by ap-
plying the Monte Carlo method, in which the target distribution (Eq. 1) is represented by a set of N samples
{X
(n)
t , n = 1, ..., N}, where X
(n)
t denotes the n-th sample. For efficiency, in this work we use the Mar-
kov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method, where the set of samples have equal weights and form a so-called
Markov chain. Given the set of samples at t − 1 p(Xt−1|Z1:t−1) ≈
∑
n δ(Xt−1 − X
(n)
t−1), the Monte Carlo
approximation of Eq. 1 is written
p(Xt|Z1:t) ≈ C
−1p(Zt|Xt)
∑
n
p(Xt|X
(n)
t−1). (2)
Following this approach, the remainder of Section 3 is devoted to describing the details of our joint multi-
person and head-pose tracking model. In the next sub-Section, we will discuss exactly how we model an
individual person and the set of multiple people in the scene. In Section 3.2 we explain how to model motion
and interactions between people. We describe our observation likelihood model, which estimates how well a
proposed configuration fits the observed data, in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4, we discuss how to form the Markov
Chain representing the distribution of Eq. 2 using the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm, and in Section 3.5
we show how to infer a point estimate solution from the posterior distribution.
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FIG. 2 – State model for varying numbers of people. The joint multi-person state, Xt consists of an arbitrary
number of people Xi,t, each of which contain a body Xbi,t and head Xhi,t component. The body is modeled as a
bounding box with parameters for the location (xb, yb), height scale sb, and eccentricity eb. The head location
Lh has similar parameters for location (xh, yh), height sh, and eccentricity eh, as well as in-plane rotation γh.
The head also has an associated exemplar θh, which models the out-of-plane head rotation.
3.1 State Model for a Varying Number of People
The state at time t describes the joint multi-object configuration of people in the scene. Because the amount
of people in the scene may vary, we explicitly use a state model designed to accommodate changes in dimension
[29], instead of a model with a fixed dimension, as in [15]. The joint state vector Xt is defined by Xt =
{Xi,t|i ∈ It}, where Xi,t is the state vector for person i at time t, and It is the set of all person indexes. The
total number of people present in the scene is mt = |It|, where | · | indicates set cardinality. A special case
exists when there are no people present in the scene, denoted by Xt = ∅.
In our model, each person is represented by two components : a body Xbi,t, and a head Xhi,t as seen in Figure
2. Note that we drop the i and t subscripts for the remainder of this section for simplicity. The body component
is represented by a bounding box, whose state vector contains four parameters, Xb = (xb, yb, sb, eb). The point
(xb, yb) is the continuous 2D location of the center of the bounding box in the image, sb is the height scale
factor of the bounding box relative to a reference height, and eb is the eccentricity defined by the ratio of the
width of the bounding box over its height.
The head component of the person model is represented by a bounding box which may rotate in the image
plane, along with an associated discrete exemplar used to represent the head-pose (see Section 3.3.2 for more
details). The state vector for the head is defined by Xh = (Lh, θh) where Lh = (xh, yh, sh, eh, γh) denotes the
continuous 2D configuration of the head, including the continuous 2D location (xh, yh), the height scale factor
sh, the eccentricity eh, and the in-plane rotation γh. A discrete variable, θh represents the head-pose exemplar
which models the out-of-plane head rotation.
3.2 Dynamics and Interaction
The dynamic model governs the evolution of the state between time steps. It is responsible for predicting
the motion of people (and their heads) as well as governing transitions between the head-pose exemplars. It is
also responsible for modeling inter-personal interactions between the various people, as well as intra-personal
interactions between the body and the head. The overall dynamic model for multiple people is written
p(Xt|Xt−1)
def
= pV (Xt|Xt−1)p0(Xt), (3)
where pV is the predictive distribution responsible for updating the state variables based on the previous time
step, and p0 is a prior distribution modeling interactions.
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FIG. 3 – The intitialization distribution in (center) determines where to place a new person in the scene by
applying a Gaussian smoothing filter to the foreground segmentation of the original image (left). The head-
pose transition probability table in (right) shows how the head-pose exemplars switch from the previous to
current time step p(θht |θht−1). Visible lines show that transitions are most probable between similar poses.
To model the multi-person predictive distribution, we follow the approach of [29] where pV is defined as
pV (Xt|Xt−1) =
∏
i∈It
p(Xi,t|Xt−1), (4)
when people are present in the previous time step (Xt−1 6= ∅), and constant otherwise. However, in this work,
the motion for a single person i, p(Xi,t|Xt−1), is dependent only on its own previous state p(Xi,t|Xi,t−1) if
that person existed in the previous frame. If not, p(Xi,t|Xt−1) is formed from a 2D initialization distribution,
pinit(Xi,t), formed by smoothing the foreground segmented image of the previous frame as seen in Figure 3.
The motion model for a single person is given by
p(Xi,t|Xi,t−1) = p(X
b
i,t|X
b
i,t−1)p(L
h
i,t|L
h
i,t−1)p(θ
h
i,t|θ
h
i,t−1), (5)
where the dynamics of the body state Xbi and the head spatial state component Lhi are modeled as 2nd order
auto-regressive (AR) processes. The head-pose exemplars, θhi , are modeled by a discrete 1st order AR process
giving the transition probability table, seen in Figure 3.
The interaction model p0(Xt) handles two types of interactions, inter-personal p01 and intra-personal
p02 : p0(Xt) = p01(Xt)p02(Xt). For modeling inter-personal interactions, we follow the method proposed
in [15]. In this method, the inter-personal interaction model p01(Xt) serves the purpose of restraining trackers
from fitting the same person by penalizing overlap between trackers. This is achieved by exploiting a pair-
wise Markov Random Field (MRF) whose graph nodes are defined at each time step by the people, and the
links by the set C of pairs of proximate people. By defining an appropriate potential function φ(Xi,t,Xj,t) ∝
exp(−g(Xi,t,Xj,t)), the interaction model p01(Xt) =
∏
ij∈C φ(Xi,t,Xj,t) enforces a constraint in the multi-
person dynamic model, based on locations of a person’s neighbors. This constraint is defined by a non-negative
penalty function, g, which is based on the spatial overlap of pairs of people (g is for no overlap, and increases
as the area of overlap increases, see [29] for details).
We also introduce intra-personal interactions to the overall motion model. The intra-personal interaction
model is meant to constrain the head model w.r.t. the body model, so that they are configured in a physically
plausible way (i.e. the head is not detached from the body, or located near the waist). The intra-personal inter-
action model p02(Xt) is defined as p02(Xt) =
∏
k∈It
p(Lhk,t|X
b
k,t), and penalizes head configurations which
fall outside of an accepted domain defined by the configuration of the body. The penalization increases when
the center of the head falls further than a distance outside of the top third of the body bounding box.
With these terms defined, the Monte Carlo approximation of the overall tracking filtering distribution in Eq.
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2 can now be expressed
p(Xt|Z1:t) ≈ C
−1p(Zt|Xt)p0(Xt)
∑
n
pV (Xt|X
(n)
t−1) (6)
= C−1p(Zt|Xt)
∏
ij∈C
φ(Xi,t,Xj,t)
∏
k∈It
p(Lhk,t|X
b
k,t)
∑
n
pV (Xt|X
(n)
t−1). (7)
3.3 Observation Model
The observation model estimates the likelihood of a proposed configuration, or how well the proposed
configuration is supported by evidence from the observed features. Our observation model consists of a body
model and a head model, formed from a set of five total features. The body model consists of binary and color
features, which are global in that they are defined pixel-wise over the entire image. The binary features (Zbint )
make use of a foreground segmented image, while color features (Zcolt ) exploit histograms in hue-saturation
(HS) space. The head model is local in that its features (Zh) are gathered independently for each person. They
are responsible for the localization of the head and estimation of the head-pose, and include texture Ztext , skin
color Zskt , and silhouette Zsilt features. For the remainder of this section, the time index (t) has been omitted to
simplify notation. Assuming conditional independence of body and head observations, the overall likelihood is
given by
p(Z|X)
∆
= p(Zcol|Zbin,X)p(Zbin|X)p(Zh|X), (8)
where the first two terms constitute the body model and the third term represents the head model. The body
model, the head model, and each of the five component features are detailed in the following subsections.
3.3.1 Body Model
The body observation model is responsible for detecting and tracking people, adding or removing people
from the scene, and maintaining consistent identities. It is comprised of a binary feature and a color feature.
Body Binary Feature
The binary feature is responsible for tracking bodies, and adding and removing people from the scene. We
introduced the binary feature in a previous work [29], which relies on an adaptive foreground segmentation
technique described in [33]. At each time step, the image is segmented into sets of foreground pixels F and
background pixels B from the images (I = F ∪ B), which form the foreground and background observations
(Zbin,F and Zbin,B)
For a given multi-person configuration and foreground segmentation, the binary feature computes the dis-
tance between the observed overlap (between the area of the multi-person configuration SX obtained by pro-
jecting X onto the image plane and the segmented image) and a learned value. Qualitatively, we are following
the intuition of a statement such as : “We have observed that two well-placed trackers (tracking two people)
should contain approximately 65% foreground and 35% background.” The overlap is measured for F and B in
terms of precision ν and recall ρ : νF = S
X∩F
SX
, ρF = S
X∩F
F
, νB = S
X∩B
SX
, and ρB = S
X∩B
B
. An incorrect
location or person count will result in ν and ρ values that do not match the learned values well, resulting in a
lower likelihood and encouraging the model to choose better multi-person configurations.
The binary likelihood is computed for the foreground and background case p(Zbin|X) ∆= p(Zbin,F |X)p(Zbin,B |X)
where the definition of the binary foreground term, p(Zbin,F |X), for all non-zero person counts (m 6= 0) is a
single Gaussian distribution in precision-recall space (νF ,ρF ). The binary background term, on the other hand,
is defined as a set of Gaussian mixture models (GMM) learned for each possible person count (m ∈ M). For
example, if the multi-person state hypothesizes that two people are present in the scene, the binary background
likelihood term is the GMM density of the the observed νB and ρB values from the GMM learned for m = 2.
For details on the learning procedure, see Section 5.
Body Color Feature
The color feature is responsible for maintaining the identities of people over time, as well as assisting the bi-
nary feature in localization of the body. The color feature uses HS color observations from the segmented fore-
ground and background regions (Zcol,F and Zcol,B) . Assuming conditional independence between foreground
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and background, the color likelihood is written p(Zcol|Zbin,X) = p(Zcol,F |Zbin,F ,X)p(Zcol,B |Zbin,B ,X).
The first term (foreground color likelihood) determines how well the color of each measured person matches
online learned models, and the second term (background color likelihood) determines how well the background
matches an off-line learned background model.
The foreground color likelihood compares an extracted 4D multi-person color histogram to an adaptive
learned model, by p(Zcol,F |Zbin,F ,X) ∝ eλF d2F , where dF is the Bhattacharya distance between the learned
model and observed histogram and λF is a hyper-parameter [4]. The adaptive model is chosen from a small set
of adaptive foreground color models (multiple models allow slightly different color models to compete). The
model histograms are defined over a person index i, spatial segment (roughly corresponding to the head, torso,
and legs), hue (H), and saturation (S) color spaces (quantized into 8 bins). Every frame, a vote is cast for the
model that best matches the extracted data, and a ’winning’ adaptive model is chosen from the set based on the
number of ’votes’ it has collected (the ’winner’ is used in the above likelihood expression).
The background color likelihood helps reject configurations with untracked people by penalizing unexpec-
ted colors (i.e. those found on a person). The background model is a static 2D HS color histogram, learned
from empty training images. The background color likelihood is defined as p(Zcol,Bt |Z
bin,B
t ,Xt) ∝ e
λBd
2
B ,
where λB and d2B are defined as in the foreground case.
3.3.2 Head Model
The head model is responsible for localizing the head and estimating the head-pose. The head likelihood is
defined as
p(Zh|X) =
[∏
i∈I
p(Ztexi |Xi)p(Z
sk
i |Xi)p(Z
sil
i |Xi).
] 1
m
. (9)
The individual head likelihood terms are geometrically averaged by 1
m
to balance the overall likelihood as
the number of people, m, varies. This non-standard likelihood modeling has been used previously [36], and is
needed given the person-based head observation models.
The head model consists of three features : texture Ztext , skin color Zskt , and silhouette Zsilt . The silhouette
feature, proposed in this work, helps localize the head using foreground segmentation. The texture and skin
color features, which have appeared in previous works including our own [2, 40], use appearance dependent
observations to determine the head-pose of the subject.
We represent the head-pose as the angles resulting from the Euler decomposition of the head rotation w.r.t.
the camera frame, known as pan αh, tilt βh, and roll γh (see Figure 4). The parameter γh models in-plane
rotation and is modeled in the head spatial component (bounding box), Lhi . To model out-of-plane rotations
(pan αh and tilt βh), a pointing vector represents head-pose models constructed for each of the 93 discrete
head-poses θh ∈ Θ = {θhj = (αhj , βhj ), j = 1, ..., 93} from the Prima-Pointing Database [9] as seen in Figure
4.
Head-Pose Texture Feature
The head-pose texture feature reports how well the texture of an extracted image patch matches the texture
of the head-pose hypothesized by the tracker. We represent texture using three filters : a coarse scale Gaussian
filter, a fine Gabor filter, and a course Gabor filter (see Fig. 5).
Texture models were learned for each of the discrete head-pose values θh. Training was done on head patch
images from the Prima Pointing Database resized to a reference size (64 × 64). The training images were
preprocessed by histogram equalization to reduce light variation effects, and the filters were applied on a sub-
sampled grid (to reduce computation) and concatenated into a single feature vector. Then, for each head-pose θ
(θ = θh here, for simplicity), the mean eθ = (eθj ) and diagonal covariance matrix σθ = (σθj ) of the correspon-
ding training feature vectors were computed and used to define the person texture likelihood model from Eq.9 as
p(Ztexi |Xi) =
∏
j
1
σθij
max(exp−
1
2
(
Z
tex
i,j − e
θi
j
σθij
)2
, Ttex), (10)
where Ttex is a threshold used to reduce the impact of outlier measurements.
Head-Pose Skin Feature
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FIG. 4 – Head-Pose Modeling. (Left) Discrete head appearances from the Prima-Pointing Database [9]. Each appearance is represented
by a discrete head-pose index θh. (Right) Head-pose is represented by the Euler angle decomposition of the head rotation w.r.t. the camera
frame (angles pan αh, tilt βh, and roll γh). The pointing vector zh is defined by pan αh and tilt βh.
(a) texture (b) skin color (c) silhouette
FIG. 5 – (a) Texture is used to estimate the head-pose by applying three filters to the original image (upper
left). These filters include a coarse scale Gaussian filter (upper right), a fine scale Gabor filter (lower left), and
a coarse scale Gabor filter (lower right). (b) Skin color models help to keep the head-pose robust in presence of
background clutter. (c) A silhouette model is responsible for localizing the head’s spatial component.
The texture feature is a powerful tool for modeling the head-pose, but prone to confusion due to background
clutter. To help make our head model more robust, we have defined a skin color binary model (or mask), Mθ,
for each head-pose, θ, in which the value at a given location indicates a skin pixel (1), or a non-skin pixel (0).
An example of a skin color mask can be seen in Figure 5. The skin color binary models were learned from skin
color masks extracted from the same training images used in the texture model using a Gaussian skin-color
distribution modeled in normalized RG space [41].
The head-pose skin color likelihood compares the learned model with a measurement extracted from the
image Zski (skin color pixels are extracted from the image using a temporally adaptive skin color distribution
model). The skin color likelihood of a measurement Zski belonging to the head of person i is defined as
p(Zski |Xi) ∝ exp−λsk||Z
sk
i −M
θi ||1, (11)
where ||.||1 denotes the L1 norm and λsk is a hyper parameter learned on training data.
Head-Pose Silhouette Feature
In addition to the pose dependent head model, we propose to add a head silhouette likelihood model to aid
in localizing the head by taking advantage of foreground segmentation information. We built a head silhouette
model,Hsil (see Figure 5) by averaging head silhouette patches extracted from binary foreground segmentation
images in the training set (note that a single model is used, unlike the pose-dependent models for texture and
skin color).
The silhouette likelihood works by comparing the model Hsil to an extracted binary image patch (from the
foreground segmentation) corresponding to the hypothesized location of the head, Zsili . A poor match indicates
foreground pixels in unexpected locations, probably due to poor placement of the head model. The head sil-
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houette likelihood term is defined as :
p(Zsili |Xi) ∝ exp−λsil||Z
sil
i −H
sil||1, (12)
where λsil is an hyper-parameter learned on training sequences.
In practice, we found that introducing this term (not defined in our previous work [2] or in others’ like [40])
greatly improved the head localization in the combined body-head optimization process.
3.4 Trans-Dimensional MCMC
In the introduction to Section 3, we showed that the Bayesian tracking distribution (Equation 1) can be
approximated by Equation 2 using Monte Carlo Methods. In the previous sub-sections, we defined the compo-
nents of Equation 2 : we defined a state model, a state evolution/motion model, and a likelihood function for
evaluating hypotheses. This lead us to restate Equation 1 as Equation 7. In this sub-section, we describe how
Reversible-Jump Markov Chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) can be used to efficiently generate a Markov Chain
which represents the distribution of Equation 7. In Section 3.5, we will show how to infer a solution to the
tracking problem from the Markov Chain, and in Section 3.6 we give an overview of the algorithm.
The multi-person state-space can quickly become very large when we allow for an arbitrary number of
people. The state vector for a single person is ten-dimensional. Traditional Sequential Importance Resampling
(SIR) particle filters are inefficient in such high-dimensional spaces [1]. Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
particle filters are more efficient, but do not allow for the dimensionality of the state-space to vary (fixing
the number of people). To solve this problem, we have adopted the RJMCMC sampling scheme, originally
proposed by [45] and also used in our own previous work [29], which retains the efficiency of MCMC sampling
but allows for ’reversible jumps’ which can vary the dimensionality of the state-space. However, instead of
updating the state of an entire person simultaneously as in [45] and [29], in this work we propose to generalize
the RJMCMC approach to update individual components of the state of a single person. The benefits of this
approach include an improved robustness to becoming trapped in local minima, and a way to handle what we
refer to here as the likelihood balancing problem.
Constructing a Markov Chain with Metropolis-Hastings
As previously mentioned, the stationary distribution of the Markov Chain must be defined over the configu-
ration space Xt, it must be able to vary in dimension, and it must approximate the filtering distribution defined
in Eq. 7 (please note that for the remainder of this section, we omit the time subscript t for simplicity). For the
task of constructing the Markov Chain, we turn to the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm [1].
Starting from an arbitrary initial configuration1 X, the MH algorithm samples a new configuration X∗ from
a proposal distribution q(X∗|X), and adds the proposed sample to the Markov Chain with probability
α = min
(
1,
p(X∗)q(X|X∗)
p(X)q(X∗|X)
)
, (13)
otherwise, the current configuration X is added to the Markov Chain (with probability 1−α). This is known as
the acceptance test. A Markov Chain is constructed by repeatedly adding samples to the chain in this fashion.
In practice, a new configuration X∗ is chosen by first selecting a move type, υ∗ from a set of reversible
moves Υ (defined in the next sub-section) with prior probability pυ∗ . Moves must be defined in such a way that
every move type which changes the dimensionality of the state has a corresponding reverse move type [10].
The acceptance ratio α can be re-expressed through dimension-matching [10] as
α = min
(
1,
p(X∗)pυqυ(X)
p(X)pυ∗qυ∗(X∗)
)
, (14)
where qυ is a move-specific distribution, defined for all move types (except swap) as
qυ(X
∗
t ) =
∑
i
qυ(i)qυ(X
∗
t |i), (15)
over all people i, in such a way that the move is applied to a target index i∗, while the rest of the multi-person
configuration is fixed.
1In our work, we initialize the Markov Chain at time t by sampling uniformly the Markov Chain at t− 1.
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Splitting the Six Reversible Move Types
We define six move types in our model : birth, death, swap, body update, head update, and pose update.
In previous works using RJMCMC [29, 16], a single update move was defined in which all the parameters of
a randomly selected person were updated simultaneously. This was sufficient for less complex object models,
but a problem arises when multiple features are used to evaluate different aspects of the state. For example,
let us imagine an update move designed to apply motion to the body, apply motion to the head, and adjust
the head-pose simultaneously. Even if applying such a move results in a better overall likelihood, there is no
guarantee that the individual body, head, and pose configurations have improved. Some may have remained the
same, or even worsened. Because the ranges of the terms of the overall likelihood vary, some will dominate.
The result might be a model which tracks bodies well, but poorly estimates the head-pose (which we observed
in practice). We refer to this as the likelihood balancing problem.
To overcome this problem, we propose to decouple the update move into three separate moves : body
update, head update, and pose update. In this way, we divide the task of finding a good configuration for an
entire person into three smaller problems : finding a good configuration for the body, for the head location, and
for the head-pose.
We now define the six move types. For each move type, we explain how to choose a target index, and define
the move-specific proposal distributions and acceptance ratios. Due to space limitations, some details appear in
a technical report available at http ://www.idiap.ch/∼smith/.
(1) Birth. A new person i∗ is added to the new configuration X∗ which was not present in the old configuration
X : (I∗t = It ∪ {i∗}). This implies a dimension change from mt to mt + 1.
To add a new person, a birth location, x∗b , is sampled from the birth proposal distribution described in Figure
3 using a stratified sampling strategy. Next, a new person index, or target index, must be chosen, which may be
a previously ’dead’ person, or an ’unborn’ person. The target index i∗ is sampled from the birth target proposal
model, qbirth(i), which is defined in such a way that the probability of choosing a ’dead’ person depends on
their temporal distance and spatial distance to the sampled birth location (recently killed, nearby people are
most likely to be reborn). The probability of choosing an ’unborn’ person is unity minus the sum of ’dead’
probabilities.
Having chosen a target index, the birth move is applied to i∗ while the rest of the multi-person configuration
is fixed ; in Eq. 15 this is done by defining qυ(X∗t |i) as
qbirth(X
∗
t |i) =
1
N
∑
n
p(X∗i,t|X
(n)
t−1)
∏
l∈It
p(Xl,t|X
(n)
t−1)δ(X
∗
l,t −Xl,t). (16)
Initial body parameters of a new object (born or reborn) are sampled from learned Gaussian distributions. Initial
head and pose parameters are chosen to maximize the head likelihood.
Now that the identity and parameters of the new person i∗ have been determined, it can be shown that the
acceptance ratio for the new multi-person configuration X∗t is given by
αbirth = min
(
1,
p(Zt|X
∗
t )
∏
j∈Ci∗
φ(X∗i∗,t,X
∗
j,t)
p(Zt|Xt)
pdeath
pbirth
qdeath(i
∗)
qbirth(i∗)
)
, (17)
where Ci∗ and φ are pairs of proximate objects and the interaction potential defined in Section 3.2, and
qdeath(i
∗) is the reverse-move death target proposal model. Note that the interaction model helps discourage
births that overlap existing people and complexity is reduced as many terms in p(Zt|X∗t ) and p(Zt|Xt) cancel.
(2) Death. An existing person i∗ is removed from the new configuration X∗ which was present in the old
configuration X (I∗t = It \ {i∗}) where \ is the difference between sets. This implies a dimension change
from mt to mt−1. The target index i∗ is chosen with probability qdeath(i) by uniformly sampling from the set
of ’live’ people (i.e. qdeath(i) = 1mt ). Person i∗ is removed keeping the rest of the multi-person configuration
fixed, with mixture components defined as
qdeath(X
∗
t |i) =
1
N
∑
n
∏
l∈It,l 6=i
p(Xl,t|X
(n)
t−1)δ(X
∗
l,t −Xl,t), (18)
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and the acceptance probability can shown to simplify to
αdeath = min
(
1,
p(Zt|X
∗
t )
p(Zt|Xt)
∏
j∈Ci∗
φ(Xi∗,t,Xj,t)
pbirth
pdeath
qbirth(i
∗)
qdeath(i∗)
)
. (19)
(3) Swap. The configurations of a pair of objects, i∗ and j∗ are swapped. The proposal is a mixture model over
pairs of objects qs(X∗t ) =
∑
i,j qswap(i, j)qswap(X
∗
t |i, j). Candidates are chosen with probability qswap(i, j),
which is defined such that the probability a pair of people are chosen is a function of their proximity (nearby
pairs are more likely to be selected). When the move is applied, the mixture component qswap(X∗t |i, j) swaps
the configurations of objects i∗ and j∗. It can be shown that the acceptance ratio for the swap move is reduced
to
αswap = min
(
1,
p(Zt|X∗t )
p(Zt|Xt)
)
. (20)
(4) Body update. The body parameters Xbi,t : including its location (xb, yb), height sb, and eccentricity eb are
updated. The body update move proposal is defined as qbody(X∗) =
∑
i
1
mt
qbody(X
∗|i) with
qbody(X
∗|i) =
1
N
∑
n
p(Xb,∗i∗,t|X
(n)
t−1)p(X
b,∗
i∗,t|X
(n)
t−1)δ(X
b,∗
i∗,t −X
b
i∗,t)
∏
l∈It\i∗
p(Xl,t|X
(n)
t−1)δ(X
∗
l,t −Xl,t),
(21)
where Xbi∗,t denotes all state parameters except Xbi∗,t, and X
b,∗
i∗,t denotes the proposed body configuration for
target i∗. In practice, this implies first selecting a person randomly, i∗, and sampling a new body configuration
for this person from p(Xb,∗i∗,t|X
b,n∗
t−1 ), using an appropriately sample n∗ from the previous time and keeping all
the other parameters unchanged. With this proposal, the acceptance probability αbody can then be shown to
reduce to :
αbody = min
(
1,
p(Zbt |X
b,∗
i∗,t)p(L
h,∗
i∗,t|X
b,∗
i∗,t)
∏
j∈Ci∗
φ(X∗i∗,t,X
∗
j,t)
p(Zbt |X
b
i∗,t)p(L
h
i∗,t|X
b
i∗,t)
∏
j∈Ci∗
φ(Xi∗,t,Xj,t)
)
. (22)
(5) Head update. This move implies sampling the new head spatial configuration of person i∗ in a similar
fashion according to p(L∗i∗,t|Ln
∗
t−1) . The acceptance ratio αhead simplifies to
αhead = min
(
1,
p(Zh,∗i∗,t|X
h,∗
i∗,t)p(L
h,∗
i∗,t|X
b,∗
i∗,t)
p(Zhi∗,t|X
h
i∗,t)p(L
h
i∗,t|X
b
i∗,t)
)
. (23)
(6) Pose update. The last move consists of simply sampling the new head-pose from the proposal function
p(θ∗i∗,t|θ
n∗
t−1) (see Fig. 3) and accepting with probability αpose :
αpose = min
(
1,
p(Zhi∗,t|X
h,∗
i∗,t)
p(Zhi∗,t|X
h
i∗,t)
)
. (24)
3.5 Inferring a Solution
In RJMCMC, the firstNb samples added to the Markov Chain (using the MH algorithm) are part of the burn-
in cycle, which allows the Markov Chain to reach the target density. The filtering distribution is approximated
by the Np samples taken after the burn-in point. The Markov Chain, however, does not provide a single answer
to the tracking problem.
For this reason, we compute a point estimate, which is a single multi-person configuration calculated from
the stationary distribution that serves as the tracking output. To determine the (discrete) configuration of people
in the scene, we search for the the most common configuration of people, taking into account swapped identi-
ties, births, and deaths. Using these samples, we determine the (continuous) body Xbi,t and head spatial confi-
gurations Lhi,t for the various people in the scene (including head roll γi,t) by taking the Marginal Mean of each
parameter. For the out-of-plane head rotations represented by the discrete exemplar θi, we take the Marginal
Mean of the corresponding Euler angles for pan and tilt.
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Algorithm 1 : Multi-Person Body/Head Tracking and WVFOA Estimation with RJMCMC
At each time step t, the posterior distribution of Eq. 7 is represented by a Markov Chain consisting of a set of N =
Nb +Np samples {X(n)t , n = Nb, ..., N}. Body, head, and pose parameters are inferred from the Markov Chain after
it reaches the burn-in point. Using these values, the WVFOA model determines if the persons attention is focused on
the advertisement or unfocused.
1. Initialize the MH sampler by choosing a sample from the t − 1 Markov Chain with the MPM number of
people (mMPMt−1 ). Apply the motion model and accept it as sample n = 1.
2. Metropolis-Hastings Sampling. Draw N = Nb + Np samples according to the following schedule
(where Nb is the burn-in point) :
– Begin with the state of the previous sample X(n)t = X
(n−1)
t .
– Choose Move Type by sampling from the set of moves Υ = {birth, death, swap,
body update, head update, pose update} with prior probability pυ∗ .
– Select a Target i∗ ( or set of targets i∗, j∗ for swap) according to the target proposal qv(i) for the
selected move type.
– Sample New Configuration X∗t from the move-specific proposal distribution qυ∗ . For the various
move types, this implies :
– Birth - add a new person i∗ m(n)∗t = m
(n)
t + 1 according to Eq. 16.
– Death - remove an existing person i∗ m(n)∗t = m
(n)
t − 1 according to Eq. 18.
– Swap - swap the parameters of two existing people i∗,j∗ X(n)i,t → X
(n)∗
j,t , X
(n)
j,t → X
(n)∗
i,t .
– Body Update - update the body parameters Xb,(n)∗i,t of an existing person i∗ (Eq. 21).
– Head Update - update the head parameters Lh,(n)∗i,t of an existing person i∗.
– Pose Update - update the pose parameter θ(n)∗i,t of an existing person i∗.
– Compute Acceptance Ratio α according to Equations 17, 19, 20, 22 23, and 24.
– Add nth Sample to the Markov Chain : If α ≥ 1, then add the proposed configuration (X∗). Otherwise,
add the proposed X∗ with probability α. If the proposed configuration is rejected, add the previous X (i.e.
X
(n−1)
t ).
3. Compute a Point Estimate Solution from the Markov Chain (as in Section 3.5) :
– determine the most common multi-person configuration Xˆt accounting for births, deaths, and swaps. Collect
the samples of this configuration into a set W .
– determine the body Xˆbt and head Lˆht spatial configurations, and the out-of-plane head rotations for the va-
rious people in the scene by computing the Marginal Mean of the parameters over the set W (using Euler
decompositions for pan αˆh and tilt βˆh).
4. Determine the WVFOA for each person in the scene (as in Section 4) :
– determine the likelihood each person is in a focused state from their horizontal head location xˆht and pointing
vector zˆht according to Equation 25.
– if the likelihood is greater than a threshold p(zh) > Twvfoa, that person is focused, otherwise he/she is
unfocused.
FIG. 6 – Algorithm for joint multi-person body and head tracking and WVFOA estimation with RJMCMC.
3.6 Pseudo-Code
The detailed steps of our joint multi-person body-head tracking and WVFOA estimation model is summa-
rized in Figure 6.
4 Wandering Visual Focus of Attention (WVFOA) Modeling
The WVFOA task is to automatically detect and track a varying number of people able to move about
freely, and to estimate their VFOA. The WVFOA problem is significantly more complex than the traditional
VFOA problem because it allows for a variable number of moving people instead of a single stationary person.
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FIG. 7 – WVFOA Modeling. (Left) WVFOA is determined by head-pose and horizontal position in the image.
The horizontal axis is split into 5 regions (I1, ..., I5), and a WVFOA model is defined for each of these regions.
Yellow, green, cyan, black, and blue data points represent focused head locations used for training and red
arrows represent 2D projections of typical samples of focused pointing vectors zh. Note that the advertisement
is affixed to a window and appears just above the image frame. (Right) Over 9400 training points representing
a person in a focused state (also seen in the left pane) were split into 5 regions along the horizontal axis and
used to train a Gaussian model for each region.
The advertising application we have chosen as an introduction to WVFOA represents a relatively simple ins-
tance of the problem because we are only attempting to measure the focus of attention on a single target : the
advertisement. More complex WVFOA scenarios could have several targets, moving targets, or both.
For the advertising application, a person’s WVFOA is defined as being in one of two states :
– focused - looking at the advertisement, or
– unfocused - not looking at the advertisement.
Note that this is just one of many ways in which the WVFOA can be represented, but it is sufficient to solve the
tasks set forth in Section 1. A persons state of focus depends both on their location and on their head-pose as
seen in Figure 7. For head location and head-pose information, we rely on the output of the RJMCMC tracker
described in Section 3.
To model the WVFOA, we chose to check for only the focused state, though this method could be easily
extended to model both focused and unfocused states. To determine if a person is in a focused state, we extract
the pointing vector zh from the pose estimate output by the RJMCMC tracker (see Fig. 4), which is characte-
rized by the pan and tilt angles, as well as the horizontal head position xh (see Figure 7). Because the target
advertisement is stationary, the ranges of zh corresponding to the focused state are directly dependent on the
location of the head in the image. For this reason, we chose to split the image into K = 5 horizontal regions
Ik, k = {1, ..., 5}, and modeled the likelihood of a focused state as
p(zh) =
K∑
k=1
p(xh ∈ Ik, z
h) =
K∑
k=1
p(xh ∈ Ik)p(z
h|xh ∈ Ik) (25)
where the first term p(xh ∈ Ik) models the likelihood a person’s head location belongs to region Ik, and the
second term p(zh|xh ∈ Ik) models the likelihood of focused head-pose given the region the head belongs
to. The inclusion of the head location in modeling the WVFOA allowed us to solve an issue not previously
addressed [22, 30, 36] : resolving the WVFOA of a person whose focused state depends on their location.
The terms of the WVFOA model in Equation 25 are defined as follows. The image horizontal axis, x, is
divided into K regions Ik whose centers and width are denoted by xIk and σIk , respectively. The probability of
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FIG. 8 – Experimental Setup. (Left) Inside the building, a camera is placed so that it is facing out a window. The view from the camera
can be seen in the insert. (Right) Outside, the advertisement in the window is noticeable to people walking along the footpath. The fake
advertisement poster can be seen in the insert.
a head location xh belonging to region Ik is modeled by a Gaussian distribution p(xh ∈ Ik) = N (xh;xIk , σIk).
For each region, the distribution of pointing vectors representing a focused state was modeled using a Gaussian
distribution. Typical pointing vectors for each region are seen in Figure 7.
The parameters of the WVFOA model (Gaussian mean and covariance matrix) were learned from the
training data described in the next section. Though our WVFOA model does not make use of the vertical head
location, it is straightforward to generalize the models by allowing other partitions {Ik} of the image plane.
Finally, a person is determined to be focused when the corresponding likelihood p(zh) in Eq. 25 is greater than
a threshold, Twvfoa.
As an alternative, one might attempt to bypass the tracking model and find the location and head-pose
using a face detector. However, a face detector alone might not be sufficient to solve the WVFOA problem
for several reasons : (1) the WVFOA problem allows for a range of head-poses beyond that of typical face
detectors (including situations where part or none of the face is visible - partially visible in our case) (2) unless
they include an additional tracking stage, existing state-of-the-art face detectors such as that described in [14]
have no mechanism to maintain identity between time steps or recover from occlusions. Properties of face
detection and tracking are necessary to solve the WVFOA problem, and indeed elements of our head model
share commonalities with face detectors.
5 Training and Parameter Selection
In this section we will describe our training procedure and how we determine the key parameters of our
model. We begin by describing the setup of the experiment.
5.1 Experimental Setup
To simulate the advertising application, an experiment was set up as seen in Figure 8. A fake advertisement
was placed in an exposed window with a camera set behind. The camera view can be seen in the left-hand
insert, with the bottom edge of the poster appearing at the top of the image above the heads of the subjects.
In our experiments, actors were used due to privacy concerns for actual passers-by. The actors were ins-
tructed to pass in front of the window with the freedom to look at the advertisement (or not) as they would
naturally. A recording of 10-minute duration (360 × 288 resolution, 25 fps) was made in which up to three
people appear in the scene simultaneously. The recorded data includes several difficult tracking events such as
people passing and occluding each other. Though simulated, every effort was made to ensure that the data was
as fair a representation of a real-life scenario as possible.
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TAB. 1 – Symbols, values, and descriptions for key parameters of our model.
Parameter Value Set by Description
αscale 0.01 learned motion model body and head scale variance (AR2 process)
αposition 2.4 learned motion model body and head position variance (AR2 process)
Kbf 1 learned observation model body binary model number of Gaussians (foreground)
Kbb 3 learned observation model body binary model number of Gaussians (background)
λF 20 learned observation model body color foreground hyper-parameter
λsil 200 learned observation model head silhouette hyper-parameter
λtex 0.5 learned observation model head texture hyper-parameter
Ttex exp(
−9
2 ) learned observation model head texture threshold
λsk 0.5 learned observation model head skin color hyper-parameter
pbirth 0.05 hand RJMCMC prior probability of choosing a birth move
pdeath 0.05 hand RJMCMC prior probability of choosing a death move
pswap 0.05 hand RJMCMC prior probability of choosing a swap move
pbody 0.283 hand RJMCMC prior probability of choosing a body update move
phead 0.283 hand RJMCMC prior probability of choosing a head update move
ppose 0.283 hand RJMCMC prior probability of choosing a pose update move
Np 300,600,800 learned RJMCMC number of samples in chain for 1,2,3 simultaneous people, resp.
Nb 0.25*Np hand RJMCMC number of burn-in samples
Kwvfoa 5 hand WVFOA model number of Gaussians
Twvfoa 0.00095 learned WVFOA model likelihood threshold
5.2 Training
The recorded video data was organized into a training and test set of equal size and disjoint from each
other. The training set, consisting of nine sequences for a total of 1929 frames, was manually annotated for
body location, head location, and focused/unfocused state.
The parameters for the foreground segmentation were tuned by hand by observing results on the training
set. The binary body feature model was trained with the annotated body locations and foreground segmented
binary images of the training set. Using this information, GMMs were were trained for precision and recall for
the foreground and the background. Head annotations were used to learn the parameters of the Gaussian skin-
color distribution in the head-pose skin feature. The silhouette mask was also trained using the head annotations
(1929 frames), by averaging the binary patches corresponding to head annotations. Parameters for the WVFOA
model, including Twvfoa, were optimized on the training data (bootstrapped to 9400 training points, see Figure
7) to achieve the highest WVFOA event recognition performance (see Section 6 for details on event recognition
performance). The training set was also used to learn prior sizes (scale and eccentricity) for the person models.
Texture models and the skin color masks were learned from the Prima-Pointing Database, which consists of 30
sets of images of 15 people, each containing 93 frontal images of the same person in a different pose ranging
from -90 degrees to 90 degrees (see Figure 4).
5.3 Parameter Selection
In addition to the trained models, the rest of the parameters our algorithm were chosen by hand. Some were
selected using the training set without exhaustive tuning. Others (e.g. single-person dynamic model parameters)
were assigned standard values. Unless explicitly stated, all parameters remain fixed for the evaluation described
in the next section. In Table 1, a description of the key parameters mentioned in the text and their values are
provided.
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TAB. 2 – Test set data summary.
sequence length # people # looks description
(s) total simultaneous at ad
a 15 3 1 2 person from right (no look), person from left (looks), person from right (looks)
b 13 3 1 3 person from left (looks), person from right (looks), person from right (looks)
c 10 3 1 3 person from right (looks), person from left (looks), person from right (looks)
d 5 2 2 2 2 people cross from the right, both look at ad
e 6 2 2 3 2 people cross from the left, both look at ad (1st looks twice)
f 4 2 2 2 2 people cross from the left, both look at ad
g 4 2 2 1 2 people cross from the right, 2nd looks at ad
h 4 2 2 2 1 person from right (looks at ad), another from left (no look)
i 11 3 3 4 3 people appear from right, all look at ad (1st looks twice)
6 Evaluation
As mentioned in the introduction, we applied our model to a hypothetical Nielsen-like outdoor advertise-
ment application. The task was to determine the number of people who actually look at an advertisement as a
percentage of the total number of people exposed to it.
In order to evaluate the performance of our application, a ground truth for the test set was hand annotated
in a similar manner to the training set. The test set consists of nine sequences, a through i. Sequences a, b, and
c contain three people (appearing sequentially) passing in front of the window. Sequences d through h contain
two people appearing simultaneously. Sequence i contains three people appearing simultaneously. The details
of the test set are summarized in Table 2. Our evaluation compared our results with the ground truth over 180
experiments on the 9 test sequences (as our method is a stochastic process, we ran 20 runs per sequence). The
length of the Markov Chain was chosen such that there was a sufficient number of samples for good quality
tracking according to the number of people in the scene (see Table 1). Experimental results are illustrated in
Figures 9 and 13, and fully shown in companion videos, available at http ://www.idiap.ch/∼smith/.
In the remainder of this section, we will discuss the performance of the multi-person body and head tracking
(Section 6.1), the advertisement application (Section 6.2), and the effect of varying the length of the Markov
Chain (Section 6.3).
6.1 Multi-Person Body and Head Tracking Performance
To evaluate the multi-person body and head tracking performance we adopt a set of measures proposed
in our previous work [28], with some minor changes to names and notation. These measures evaluate three
tracking features : the ability to estimate the number and placement of people in the scene (detection), the
ability to persistently track a particular person over time (tracking), and how tightly the estimated bounding
boxes fit the ground truth (spatial fitting).
To evaluate detection, we rely on the rates of False Positive and False Negative errors (normalized per
person, per frame) denoted by FP and FN . The Counting Distance CD measures how close the estimated
number of people is to the actual number (normalized per person per frame). A CD value of zero indicates a
perfect match. To evaluate tracking, we report the Tracker Purity TP and Object Purity OP , which estimate
the degree of consistency with which the estimates and ground truths were properly identified (TP and OP
near 1 indicate well maintained identity, near 0 indicate poor performance). For spatial fitting, the F-measure
measures the overlap between the estimate and the ground truth for the body and head from recall ρ and
precision ν, (F = 2νρ
ν+ρ ). A perfect fit is indicated by F = 1, no overlap by F = 0. For further details on these
measures, omitted here for space reasons, see [28].
Per-sequence results appear in Fig. 10 with illustrations for sequence f in Fig. 9 and for sequences b, e,
h, and i in Fig. 13. For detection (Fig. 10a), the FP and FN rates are reasonably low, averaging a total of
2.0 FN errors and 4.2 FP errors per sequence. These errors usually correspond to problems detecting exactly
when a person enters or leaves the scene. The overall CD, which indicates the average error in the estimation
of the number of people in the scene, was 0.018 (where zero is ideal).
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FIG. 9 – Experimental Results. Upper Row : Frames from Sequence f in which two people cross the scene
from left to right, looking at the advertisement once each. Tracking results appear as green and blue boxes
around the body and head (with an associated pointing vector). A yellow pointing vector/head border indicates
a focused state, a white pointing vector/head border indicates an unfocused state. The ground truth appears as
shaded boxes for the head and the body (the head area is shaded yellow when labeled as focused and grey when
labeled as unfocused). Bottom Row, Left : The top plot contains a history of person detection errors over the
course of the sequence, the middle plot contains a summation over all the errors, the bottom plot shows CD
(see text for descriptions of these measures). Center : WVFOA results for both people over the duration of the
sequence. The ground truth appears as yellow bars (raised indicates a focused state, lowered when unfocused,
and non-existent when the object does not appear in the scene). The tracking results appear as blue and green
lines. Right : F measures how tightly the bounding boxes fit the ground truth for each person.
For tracking (Fig. 10b), TP and OP are both of high quality. Combining TP and OP using the F-
measure as for spatial fitting ( 2TP OP
TP+OP
), we find that overall our model produced a high value (0.93). The main
source of error in tracking was due to extraneous trackers appearing when people enter or leave the scene.
A second source of error occurred when a person exited the scene followed by another person entering from
the same place in a short period of time : the second person was often misinterpreted as the first. Sequence
h, in which people crossed paths and occluded one another, saw a slight drop in performance compared to
the other sequences, but we were still able to maintain 81.3% purity (other sequences ranged from 80.5% to
98.3%). These numbers indicate that our model was mostly successful in maintaining personal identity through
occlusion, as seen in Fig. 13
Finally, for spatial fitting, the bounding boxes generally fit the ground truths tightly, as evidenced by Figures
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FIG. 10 – Multi-Person Head and Body Tracking Results. The detection performance plot in (a) measures the
ability of the model to estimate the correct number and placement of people in the scene. Measures shown
include the normalized false positive (FP ) and false negative (FN ) error rates (per person, per frame), and the
counting distance (CD) (near-zero values are good, see text). The tracking performance plot in (b) measures the
ability of the model to persistently track people over time. Tracker purity (TP ) and object purity (OP ) measure
the consistency with which the ground truths and estimates were properly identified. TP and OP values near
1 indicate good performance. Plots (c) and (d) show the spatial fitting results (how well the tracker bounding
boxes fit the ground truth) for the body and the head over the nine sequences. Overlap between the estimate and
ground truth are measured using the F-measure. A value of 1 indicates a perfect fit, a value of zero indicates
no overlap. In each plot, the standard deviation is represented by error bars (cases where no error bar is visible
indicates std = 0).
9, 10c and 10d. Both the body and head had a mean fit of 0.87 (1 being optimal). As seen in Figure 9, the fit
often suffered from partially visible bodies and heads that occurred when people entered and exited the scene.
6.2 Advertisement Application Performance
To evaluate the performance of the advertisement application, the results from our model were compared
with a ground truth where the WVFOA was labeled for each person as either focused or unfocused. In our
evaluation, we considered the following criteria : (1) the number of people exposed to the advertisement, (2)
the number of people who looked, or focused, at the advertisement, (3) the number of events where someone
focused on the advertisement (look-events), and (4) the frame-based and (5) event-based recognition rates of
the WVFOA. Results for the ad application evaluation appear in Figure 11 and in the companion videos in the
website.
Regarding criterion 1, over the entire test set, 22 people passed the advertisement, while our model estima-
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FIG. 11 – Ad Application Results. The first three plots show (a) the number of people exposed to the advertise-
ment, (b) the number of people who looked at the advertisement, and (c) the number of “look events” for the
nine sequences. The dark green bars represent the ground truth, while the yellow bars represent our model’s
estimates. In (c), the light green bars represent the number of actual look events detected by our system. In each
plot, the standard deviation is represented by error bars (cases where no error bar is visible indicates std = 0).
Plot (d) shows the overall recognition rate of focused and unfocused states (calculated based on events and
based on frame counts).
ted a value of 22.15 (average for all runs, std = .17), In Figure 11a we can see that the number of people was
correctly estimated for all sequences except a, c, and h.
With respect to criterion 2, of the 22 total people, 20 actually focused on the advertisement. Our model
estimated a value of 20.75 (std = .09). Figure 11b shows perfect results for all sequences except a, d, and h.
For criterion 3, we defined a look-event as a focused state for a continuous period of time of 3 frames or
more. The total number of look-events in the test data set was 22, 21 of which our system recognized on average
(std = .89). This result was determined through a standard symbol matching technique (see below). However,
our model estimated 37 total look-events on average (std = 1.1). This disparity can be partially attributed to
problems in head-pose estimation for heads partially outside the image as people enter or leave. The look-event
estimation results would improve if we did not consider WVFOA in these cases. Also, the look event duration
of 3 frames is quite strict, and some erroneous looks were generated by noise.
Finally, to evaluate the overall quality of WVFOA estimation, we compute recognition rates for event-based
WVFOA and frame-based WVFOA using the aforementioned F-measure (criteria 4 and 5 from the previous
page). To compute the event-based F , the ground truth and estimated WVFOA are segmented over the entire
sequence into focused and unfocused events, symbol matching is performed accounting for temporal alignment,
and F is computed on matched segments. Results are show in Figure 11d. The overall event-based F is 0.76
(std = .13). The frame-based F is computed by matching the estimated WVFOA for each frame to the ground
truth. The overall frame-based F-measure is 0.76 (std = .06). Poor frame-based results in sequence g occurred
because the subject focused for a very short time as he entered the field of view (0.3s), during which time his
head was only partially visible. However, our model still managed to detect at the event level with F = .75.
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FIG. 12 – Varying the Number of Samples in the Markov Chain. As more samples used, various performance
gauges increase, as seen here for sequence i. Excess (false alarm) look events (pink) detected by the system
drop as more samples are added, the WVFOA recognition improves (both for event and frame based), spatial
fitting for the body and head improves, and detection performance increases (as measured by 1 − CD). Note
that the measures have been normalized to appear on the same axis.
6.3 Varying the Number of Particles
To study the model’s dependency on the number of samples, we conducted experiments on sequence
i (the most complex in terms of number of simultaneous people), varying the number of samples N =
{50, 100, 200, 600, 800, 1000}. The results are shown in Fig. 12. For all N , the model correctly estimated
the number of people who passed and the number of people who looked. With less samples, the spatial fitting
and detection (as measured by 1 − CD) suffered. The head tracking and head-pose estimation was noticea-
bly shakier with less samples, and the WVFOA estimation suffered as a consequence. This is shown by the
increased error in the number of estimated looks for low sample counts. The model stabilized around approxi-
mately N = 600. The computational complexity was roughly linear to N , with a cost ranging from < 1 second
(N = 50) to ≈ 5 seconds per frame (N = 600), non-optimized in Matlab.
7 Conclusion
In this article, we have introduced the WVFOA problem and presented a principled probabilistic approach
to solving it. Our work thus contributes in terms of both problem definition and statistical vision modeling. Our
approach expands on state-of-the-art RJMCMC tracking models, with novel contributions to object modeling,
likelihood modeling, and the sampling scheme. We applied our model to a real-world application and provided
a rigorous objective evaluation of its performance. From these results we have shown that our proposed model
is able to track a varying number of moving people and determine their WVFOA with good quality. Our model
is general, and can be adapted for other applications with similar tasks.
For future work, investigating the usefulness of using a spatially dependent face/pose detector as an additio-
nal feature is one possible avenue. Other work might include modeling multiple human-to-human interaction
using WVFOA, or coupling head-pose to head motion.
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FIG. 13 – Tracking and WVFOA Results. Results for four sequences, b, e, h, and i. A summary plot of the
WVFOA performance is provided in the last pane of each row. For details on interpreting the plots and symbols,
refer to Fig 9. Here, we can see the WVFOA performance was nearly perfect for sequence b and exhibited slight
errors in sequence i. The 2nd person (green) in sequence e suffered from prematurely estimating a focused state.
Sequence h suffered some ambiguities due to the loss of head tracking as people crossed paths. The last frame
of sequence i shows a FP error generated as a tracker was placed where no ground truth was present (though
the subject is half visible as he exits the scene). Such situations can cause ambiguity problems.
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